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Using Ensighten Manage, the bank was 
able to leverage visitor analytics data for 
targeting, which enhanced site targeting  
by 25%
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Challenge
Integrate technologies, collect accurate data and 
drive real-time experiences

The major national bank first considered tag management when 

it was time to upgrade systems. They wanted to understand how 

to integrate all their technologies, including the mobile app, in 

order to collect all the right data, and use it to drive smart, real-

time, personalized experiences for their customers.

At first, the idea of tag management was difficult to sell internally 

because it required a fundamental change to internal processes. 

The Compliance team voiced privacy concerns early on as the 

bank began to understand how tag management could benefit 

their business.

The Digital Intelligence, Targeting and Optimization team looked 

for ways tag management could make a strong ROI impact early 

on in order to sell the concept across the organization—and win 

them over.

Introduction
Meeting customer needs in a world of digital 
banking and engagement

Few industries have undergone a transformation faster in the 

last 10 years than financial services and banking. Rather than 

just a brick-and-mortar branch, banks now offer a portfolio 

of services online, and interact with customers and prospects 

through various channels, including mobile apps.

However, a personalized interaction is as important now as it 

was in the days of face-to-face engagement with a bank teller 

or loan officer. Clearly, with so many banking options available, 

the burden for creating relevant experiences is on the bank’s 

shoulders.

That’s why financial institutions are exploring systems that can 

help meet customers’ needs, and in turn, increase the bank’s 

revenue. Tag management is one of those systems.

"We choose vendors based on their 
ability to reduce risk and make the 
experience better for our customers. 
Ensighten has delivered."

Head of Digital Intelligence
Major national bank

The national bank wanted to integrate all their 
technologies in order to collect all the right data 
and use it to drive smart, real-time, personalized 
experiences for their customers

With so many banking options available today, 
the burden for creating relevant experiences is  
on the bank’s shoulders
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Results
Enhancing site targeting by 25%

The bank’s goal was to target everyone correctly, but targeting 

engines alone do not have access to the rich pools of data found 

in analytics.

For example, there are customers who visit the website on the 

15th and 30th of each month (on payday). The bank wanted to 

leverage insights about these visitors to provide a richly targeted 

experience, but this data lived outside their targeting platform.

Using Ensighten Manage, the bank was able to leverage visitor 

analytics data for targeting, which enhanced site targeting by 

25%. The bank will continue to use the Ensighten platform to 

deliver relevant offers to their customers.

Solution
Deploying tags in 1/100th the bank’s estimated 
time

The win across the bank’s internal teams was quick when the 

topic came to analytics. The bank needed to implement analytics 

across all digital properties in order to get insight into their 

customers. They wanted to use this data for segmentation, 

targeting and personalization, and to boost their key 

performance indicators.

For deploying the analytics tags, the bank’s digital intelligence 

team estimated that implementation would take 2,000 hours. 

Ensighten estimated it would take 20 hours using Ensighten 

Manage. The bank leveraged Ensighten to deploy analytics 

tags and after that success, turned to Ensighten to bolster 

optimization and targeting initiatives.

"Because our targeting and analytics 
tags are with Ensighten, we have a 
lot of control over what we can do 
with our tags."

Head of Digital Intelligence
Major national bank

The bank’s digital intelligence team estimated 
it would take 2,000 hours to implement the 
analytics tags. Ensighten estimated it would  
take 20 hours using Ensighten Manage
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About Ensighten
Ensighten is a global cybersecurity leader, offering next generation client-side protection against data loss, ad injection and intrusion. 

Through the Ensighten solution, organizations can assess privacy risk and stop unauthorized leakage or theft of data, as well as 

comply with CCPA, GDPR and other data privacy regulations. Ensighten’s MarSec™ platform protects some of the largest brands in 

the world from data leakage whilst ensuring maximum web page performance.

Ensighten is headquartered in Menlo Park, US with the European HQ in London, UK. To learn more visit www.ensighten.com and 

join the conversation on LinkedIn and Twitter.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ensighten
https://twitter.com/ensighten
https://www.ensighten.com/



